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Direct collection companies require a bond of $20,000,
whereas letter-writing companies (companies that do
not accept funds, but direct that the funds be sent to
the creditor) require a bond of $5,000. Did you know
you can sue a creditor or a credit bureau for violating
the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act? The Fair Debt
Collection Practices Act (FDCPA) dictates the laws to
which debt collectors must abide or you have the right
to sue them for any violations. Violations happen all the
time to unsuspecting consumers who don't have a clue
as to what their rights are - let alone that they can sue
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someone for these violations. In addition, you are going
to help make someone else's life better by suing
someone who has broken the law. Debt collectors
covered by the act may include anyone, including the
creditor, who consistently collects debts for others,
such as a collection agency, an attorney who
recurrently collects debts or forecloses mortgages, or a
business that obtains debts after they are allegedly in
default. Minnesota statute § 548.101 applies to cases
filed by debt buyers seeking default judgments against
Minnesota citizens in state court for claims upon an
assigned obligation arising out of any consumer debt
that is primarily for personal, family, or household
purposes and in default at the time of assignment.
Even a spouse's obligation to pay may be limited under
state probate law. If a consumer believes FDCPA or
state laws are being violated, they should file a
complaint with the Justice Department of the State
Attorney General's Office. If you also believe that your
debt collector violated the terms of FDCPA then you
also have the right to file a lawsuit. If your financial
situation leads you to file for bankruptcy, the law
assumes you're trying to pay your debts. Some
individuals pay debts they do not owe just to get debt
buyers to stop calling, or to ensure that the debt does
not wrongfully end up on their credit report. Wouldn't
you like to use the money you win from your creditors
to pay off your debts? Part of the episode focused on
the debt collectors they use, which often are virtually
unregulated and use tactics such as harassment,
threats and name-calling. When they do so legally (or
pseudo-legally), they use subterfuges like making
silent phone calls then using the "yes" that people
normally use to greet others in phone calls as an actual
acceptance of consent to pay the debt, convincing
people to pay just a part of the debt by telling them
they forgive the rest then suing to collect it, or
(actually legally) suing and expecting people not to
contest (which they normally don't).
4, the court denied the collector’s motion for summary
judgment where the phone calls to the debtor exceeded
180 over a 1-month period. 2. mail a notice of intent to
apply for default judgment to the debtor at least 14



days before it requests, applies, or moves for default.
Cost you money by making you accept collect calls or
COD mail. Your letter-which you should send by
certified mail so that you have a record of its receipt-
should tell the debt buyer that you dispute that the
debt is owed and ask the debt buyer to substantiate the
debt. But debt collectors aren’t as untouchable as they
may seem-you have rights and they have certain rules
they have to follow. In order to fully protect yourself,
however, the Minnesota Attorney General’s Office
recommends that you exercise your rights under the
federal Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (FDCPA). All
of these companies have stockholders to report to, so if
one of their practices is costing them a better bottom
line, you better believe they will act to change their
ways.
Consumers are being hurt all the time by the
carelessness of creditors and unethical practices of
collection agencies and credit bureaus. If everyone took
action when their rights were violated, the credit
bureaus would lose a fortune in legal disputes. One of
these ways is for you the consumer, to take action
legally against these companies when your rights have
been violated. Many people, however, don’t keep
cancelled checks, account statements, or other proof of
payment that goes back that far and therefore have a
hard time coming up with the proof that they paid the
bill. If the claim is brought in conciliation court, the
debt buyer must provide proof that it or its attorney
used reasonable efforts to provide the court
administrator with the debtor’s correct address. It is
not uncommon today for people to be pursued by debt
collectors for money they don't owe. Debt buyers often
run assembly line-like “mills” and quickly turn to courts
and lawsuits to collect money. Some citizens who are
incorrectly pursued by a debt buyer for money they
don’t owe simply ignore the collection efforts. If a debt
buyer pursues you for money you don’t think you owe,
you should dispute that you owe all or part of the debt
under the FDCPA in writing. 
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Make a copy of your letter for your files, send the
original by certified mail, and pay for a "return receipt"
so you can document what the collector received and
when. You win. The plaintiff may present a blank copy
of the document you signed, but unless it has your
legal signature on it, it is just a worthless piece of
paper. On the state level, there are several Unfair and
Deceptive Acts and Practices laws that may or may not
include your original creditor under their limitations.
There are three main parties in the debt collection
process. We’ll take you step-by-step through the
process so that you know your rights as well as the
best action to take to get your credit score back on
track. How does the collections process work? Many
people with credit card debt complain of harassment
and humiliation by debt collectors who constantly call
them at home and even work to demand payments.
Collectors prey on a person’s ignorance and lack of
confidence. A debt collector is defined under the FDCPA
as any person, company, or entity that regularly
collectors debts owed to others.
In the United Kingdom third-party collection agencies
that pursue debts regulated by the Consumer Credit Act
must be approved and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority. You must return this completed
form along with copies of all requested information,
assignments or other transfer agreements, which would
establish your right to collect this alleged debt within
30 days from the date of this letter. When you apply for
a credit card, you fill in your email id on the prescribed
form. Your claim cannot and WILL NOT be considered if
any portion of this form is not completed and returned
with copies of all requested documents. 809 (8),
stating your claim is disputed and validation is
requested. As soon as you hear from the debt collector
for the first time, you must submit your debt validation
letter within 30 days. Perhaps most importantly, the
law states that they must provide proof the debt they
seek to collect is accurate and they have the right to



collect it. Now we must know what actions not to take
in eliminating your debt.
What if we told you that you don’t have to take this
type of abuse, and we can make calls stop NOW. And
because debt scavengers are anonymous to most
people (when sued by a debt scavenger, it’s often the
first indication that the debt has been passed to
someone else), they don’t have a reputation to protect.
It’s true that some types of debt will “expire” after
three to six years - meaning a debt collector can no
longer sue you for them. So your original creditor sold
the debt they don't own its they don't have a right to
collect anymore and you're starting to get collection
calls from a debt buyer or an assignee of the debt
buyer similar to how creditors will place accounts with
assignment debt collectors we covered that in a prior
video debt purchasers will do the same they'll send it
off to a collection agency who will try and get you to
pay as much as they can and they're basically paid by
how much they're able to get you to pay so 18/20 % of
whatever they collect from you they get to keep debt
buyers however behave a little differently see they
risked maybe at least in this current environment as
much as eight or nine cents on the dollar to purchase
your debt and the legal right to collect it they're willing
to deal in fact they're willing to deal generally at
around a forty and 50% ratio meaning if you owe
10,000 you can often negotiate those debts down to
4,000 or 5,000 what's very unique due to the economic
downturn.
If you get a summons notifying you that a debt
collector is suing you, do not ignore it-if you do, the
collector may be able to get a default judgment against
you (that is, the court enters judgment in the
collector's favor because you didn't respond to defend
yourself). It is possible to getting a credit card for
those who have bad credit, nevertheless it may come
on a costly fee. “Yes, bill collectors do use social media
to find their debtors,” says Natasha Carmon, a writer
who says she has worked a variety of collection jobs.
Ridley, who has sued abusive debt collectors, made his
Reddit audience aware of a law that makes it illegal for
debt collectors to continue calling them at home and



work, as long as the borrower follows a couple simple
steps. The new FDCPA law states that debt collection
agencies can text you via email or social media
platforms like Facebook. It does not cover original
creditors and it does not cover credit reporting agencies
like Experian. Collectors may make it sound like paying
off collections account will improve your credit, by
telling you that they will update your credit report to
“paid in full” status.
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